That was how the building began to be planned.
The most serious problem was how to get the most carrying power out
of that eight feet of cheese-lite soil that overlay the liquid mud. During
the first year of plan-making, I made borings nine inches in diameter
eight feet deep and filled them with concrete. Arranged to test the con-
crete pins thus made. Got carloads of pig iron and loaded the pins until
they would drive into the ground. Kept the test figures of loads and re-
actions. Took borings all over the site to find soft pockets. Water stood in
the holes two feet below the surface, so the concrete had to go in quickly
as the borings were completed. Later, tapered piles were driven in to
punch the holes and pulled out—the concrete thrown directly in as soon as
the pile was out of the way.
These data in hand, the foundation plan was made to push these con-
crete pins two feet on centres each way over the entire areas on which the
wall footings were to spread. The strength of the whole depth of eight feet
of top soil was thus brought to bear at the surface. That was simple. But
here was a compressible soil that might take a squeeze under the broad
footings to add to the friction of the pins. Experiments showed the squeeze
could safely be added to the friction. This meant a settlement of the build-
ing of five inches, the building itself driving the piles that much deeper.
This was economy, but dangerous and more complicated.
But finally the building was computed pound by pound and distributed
according to test data to * float' below the grade of the ground surface—
and it did. With some few slight variations it stayed there.
This foundation saved hundreds of thousands of dollars over the founda-
tions then in use in Tokio. But had the owners of the Imperial superfici-
ally known what was contemplated something might have happened to
prevent it. Rumour nearly did prevent it. Here, however, was the desired
shock-absorber, a cushion, pins and all, to be uniformly loaded and put to
work against the day of reckoning.
Now how to make the flexible structure instead of the foolish rigid one?
Divide the building into parts. Where the parts were necessarily more than
sixty feet long, joint these parts clear through floors, walls, footings and
all, and manage the joints in the design. Wherever part met part, through
joints also. So far, good sense, and careful calculation.
But a construction was needed where floors would not be carried be-
tween walls, because subterranean disturbances might move the walls and
drop the floors. Why not then carry the floors as a waiter carries his tray
on upraised arm and fingers at the centre—balancing the load? All sup-
ports centred under the floor slabs like that instead of resting the slabs on
the walls at their edges as is usually the case?
This meant the cantilever, as I had found by now. The cantilever is
most romantic, most free, of all principles of construction, and in this case
it seemed the most sensible. The waiter's tray supported by his hand at the
centre is a cantilever slab in principle. And so concrete cantilever slabs
continuous across the building from side to side, supported in that way,
became the structure of the Imperial Hotel at ToMo.
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